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Window Coverings That Insulate

 

Investing in window coverings such as Window Quilts or Silhouette blinds that

have at least an R-3 value* are even better than new, high-performance

windows so long as you use them to keep heat in during winter nights and

keep it out during summer days. They can easily save a homeowner $50-

100/year in a typical Colorado home while making you more comfortable.

Capture the Sun
During spring, winter, and fall, and on sunny days that will not warm above the

mid-70’s open the blinds on all east, west, and especially south windows in the

morning and close them at sunset. This passive solar energy can cut your

heating costs by 10% to 100% on warm days. 

NOTE: In summer, close your blinds and windows during the day-to keep heat

out, and after sunset, open blinds and windows to allow Colorado’s cool night air

to help cool your home.

*R Value is a measure of how well a two-dimensional barrier, such as a layer of insulation, a window or a complete
wall or ceiling, resists the conductive flow of heat. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_conduction


Attic Insulation: A Blanket for Your Home

 

Your home should have at least R-40* in the Front Range, R-49 in the

mountains, and even go as high as R-55. To have R-30, you need 12” of blown

fiberglass or 8.25” of cellulose. If you have fiberglass batts, they should have

the R-value printed on them. If you are going to add insulation, blown

insulation is best. Depending on how much insulation you currently have, you

will often save $100’s/year by adding more insulation.

Wall Insulation: If It’s Not There, It’s Like
Wearing a Hat While the Rest of You Is Bare

 

Check your wall’s insulation by drilling a small hole in an exterior wall, such as

from inside of a closet, and probing into it with something like a bamboo

skewer. If you don’t feel anything, you probably have no insulation. If your

house was built before 1980, the odds are, unfortunately, good that you have

no insulation. Insulation companies can fill your walls with cellulose or

fiberglass via 2” diameter holes-without removing your drywall. If you have no

insulation, you’ll easily save $100’s of dollars/year by installing it.



LEDs: The Light Bulbs Thomas Edison Could
Only Dream He Had Invented
LEDs are the light bulbs of the 21st Century. They require only ¼ of 

the energy to provide the same amount of light and last 15 times longer than

traditional bulbs. If you only want to change a light bulb every 10-12 years

instead of every 10-12 months, this is the bulb for you. Also, if you use a light

bulb for 4 hours every day, an LED will cost you only $4/year instead of

$16/year for an incandescent. If you switch out all high-use bulbs (kitchen,

front porch, reading lamps, etc.), this can save $100+/year. Manufacturers

such as GE and Sylvania offer LEDs for $5 or less (which you’ll save in the

first year) that have much “warmer” color renderings than fluorescent bulbs.

Weatherstrip & Caulk: Eliminate Drafts by
Zippering-Up Your Home
Applying weatherstripping on the perimeter of your attic hatch, at any place

where an older window opens or where you can see daylight around a door will

stop drafts.  Applying caulk in areas where windows and doors meet the drywall,

at the perimeter of bath fans or recessed lights, around the edges of electric

outlets, etc., will further keep Ol’-man Winter outside. We recommend latex caulk

because it has considerably fewer Volatile Organic Compound (VOCs) pollutants.

Investing $10-20 and a weekend afternoon will often save $10-20/year.



Use a Programmable Thermostat, Change Your
Furnace Filter, and Have a Furnace Tune-Up

from 70 degrees to 64 degrees when you are asleep or away can cut your

heating costs by 10% or more. Keeping a clean filter reduces dust and

allergens in your home, and you ensure that the furnace doesn’t work so hard

to heat your home by keeping its air path clear. If the filter is too dirty, the fan

needs to run longer to heat the house-thus requiring more energy-and can

wear out equipment by as much as 25% faster. Also, having a certified furnace

technician perform an annual inspection of the furnace's temperature rise and

flow rate ensures your utility bills don’t skyrocket and that your home’s room

that is furthest from the furnace is not uncomfortable.

Using a programmable thermostat to set back your temperature

Insulate Your Water Heater and  Pipes
If your water heater is more than 15 years old, adding at least R-6.9 fiberglass

to the water heater tank–which costs $10-15-will save $10-25/year. Adding R-2

foam pipe wrap to the first few feet of both the hot and cold water pipes

coming off the water heater will cost maybe $5 and will save you close to $5

every year.



Low Flow Water Fixtures
Installing shower heads that allow a flow of no more than 2.5 gallons/minute

and sink fixtures that allow 1.5 gallons/minute or less can cut your water

consumption in half! Since 10-25% of the water consumed in a typical home is

hot water, this results in considerable energy savings. If your showerheads or

fixtures installed before 1995, you are likely using much more water than you

need. These measures will save $10-25/year in energy costs, but during a time

of drought, the water saved can bring relief that is comparable to a soaking

summer rain.

Energy Audit or Rating
To ensure you know where to start to save the most money and have the

greatest benefit for the environment, consider a visit from an energy auditor

affiliated with your local utility. They will provide you with a baseline and 

 may direct you on how to capitalize on available rebates.



About Heart of a Building
We are about creating a better future. We make videos that tell the stories of innovators who are designing, financing, constructing, and occupying the

buildings of tomorrow, today. Our stories showcase the state-of-the-art technical expertise behind energy-efficient buildings that are out-performing

existing codes. We explore the heart-centered reasons — the “why” — behind each project. Our videos feature buildings that transform the places we

inhabit into spaces that can exist in harmony with nature.

To learn more about Heart of a Building, please visit our website: HeartofaBuilding.com, follow us on social media, or check out our streaming program

on Rocky Mountain PBS.

Thank you for your support!
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